NEW ZEALAND TV CHANNEL FREQUENCIES

AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND CB RADIO CHANNELS

AUSTRALIAN VHF MARINE CHANNELS

Marine VHF Distress Channel. If purchasing a marine transceiver, a VHF marine transceiver is now strongly recommended.

NZ HF (AM) Channel 15

NZ Channels 1-24 are AM only. NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.

NZ Channels 1-24 are for AM use only

NZ Channels 25-40 are for SSB only.